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Authoring Tools



I love sketch 
[Bae, Balakrishnan, and Singh, UIST 2008]



3D puppetry  
[Held et al., UIST ’12]

� Kinect motion 
capture + 
texture capture 
= puppets
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Musical underscoring 
[Rubin et al., UIST ’12]
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Video 
[Berthouzoz, 	

Li and Agrawala 
SIGGRAPH ’12]
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Video 
[Berthouzoz, 	

Li and Agrawala 
SIGGRAPH ’12]
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Peer production



What is peer production? 
[Benkler 2006]

� Self-organizing sets of individuals who create a common 
resource	

� YouTube	

� Etsy	


� Also commons-based peer production, where there is explicit 
collaboration	

� Wikipedia	

� Reddit
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Should we collaborate? 
[Settles and Dow, CHI 2013]

� Regression predicting which 
pairs of February Album 
Writing Month users would 
collaborate on a song	


� Keys: complementary skills, 
previous messaging  
(existing tie)
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The cost of collaboration 
[Hill and Monroy-Hernández, 2013]

� Test common wisdom about creative 
collaboration	


� Dependent variable: likes on the Scratch  
web site as a measure of quality	


� Common wisdom: collaborations produce better results	

� On Scratch: remixes of prior projects got fewer likes	


� Common wisdom: collaboration can improve functional items 
(e.g., code), not art (e.g., images, sounds)	

� On Scratch: remixes of code-heavy projects got more likes
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Cooks or cobblers? 
[Yu and Nickerson, CHI 2011]

� Can crowds be creative?	

� 1047 workers collaborated 

in an iterative process of 
design, evaluation, and 
combination	


� Genetic algorithm asks the 
crowd to recombine 
previous ideas
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Leadership



Redistributing leadership 
[Luther, Fiesler and Bruckman CSCW 2013]

� Why do more than 80% of collaborations on Newgrounds fail?	

� Theory: leaders are overburdened	

� Solution: make it easier to redistribute leadership by 

decentralizing it and allowing leaders to give out responsibility
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Poster evoluation across many temporary leaders



Ensemble: centralizing leadership 
[Kim, Cheng, and Bernstein CSCW 2014]
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Perils and opportunities
� Unlike other areas, these are extremely non-task oriented goals	

� What perspective do you take?	

� Do you make existing creative actions easier?	

� Do you give people access to a palette of tools they didn’t have?	

� Do you try to provide inspiration?	
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